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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, India has invested significant resources in public diplomacy, using traditional and new approaches to build and leverage its soft power. This article examines the reasons for this investment, the various forms of public diplomacy India employs, and the effectiveness of its efforts to shape public opinion. It finds that Indian investment in public diplomacy is partly a response to concerns about the perceived growth of Chinese soft power and partly a function of changed beliefs in the foreign policy-making elite about the uses of new social media. It also finds that India’s new public diplomacy seems to have met with some—albeit patchy—success in augmenting its soft power.
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On July 8, 2010, India’s Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) sent its first “tweet.” This use of the popular social media tool was just one of a series of efforts to bolster and leverage India’s soft power by improving its public diplomacy by engaging with Web 2.0. Since then the MEA has inaugurated a new web portal for Indian Public Diplomacy; released a string of videos on YouTube and a portfolio of photographs on Flickr; launched a dedicated Facebook page; and, in conjunction with the Center for Media

1. The MEA Twitter account is called @IndianDiplomacy. The first tweet announced the publication of a new issue of the MEA’s journal, Indian Perspectives. By early October 2012, the MEA had sent 2,477 tweets and had 43,312 followers.

2. The concept of “soft power” was first developed by Joseph S. Nye (see especially Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics [New York: Public Affairs, 2007]). For Nye, soft power is the product not just of government action, which he thinks can “reinforce or squander” this “power of attraction,” but of a society’s culture and values, as well as economic and intellectual successes (p. 14). For a critical assessment, see Steven R. Rothman, “Revising the Soft Power Concept: What Are the Means and Mechanisms of Soft Power?” Journal of Political Power 4:1 (2011), pp. 49–64.
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Studies Academy in New Delhi, held its first conference on the theory and practice of public diplomacy. These ventures follow close on the heels of three other significant recent initiatives: a dedicated Public Diplomacy Division within the MEA in May 2006, a raft of new schemes designed to engage domestic and foreign public opinion, and a series of high-profile dialogues with foreign think tanks, most notably with the London-based International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS).

These various developments are eye-catching, but they are not without precedent. India has a long history of trying to use public diplomacy and other instruments of soft power to secure its foreign policy objectives. After Independence, India invested considerable resources in high-level dialogues, intellectual and cultural exchanges, and conferences of concerned parties, seeking to influence peoples as well as governments by using open diplomacy and moral suasion. To a degree, India’s new public diplomacy builds upon this tradition, but it also departs from India’s past practice in three key ways. First, India’s new public diplomacy is actively seeking new audiences within India (notably, politically engaged young people at home), in the West (Indian diaspora communities abroad), and in the developing world (key opinion formers in India’s immediate region or resource-rich states in the global South). Second, Indian officials are attempting to render India’s foreign policy-making process more open and democratic by engaging in dialogue with communities outside the New Delhi political and diplomatic elite. Third, the effort seeks to utilize new media rather than traditional methods to reach its various target audiences.

This article examines the reasons why Indian policy makers have invested in this new public diplomacy and analyzes the prospects for its success. The first part sets out the evolving parameters of the international environment.

3. The web portal is <http://www.indiandiplomacy.in> and includes links to videos of an MEA-sponsored lecture series, documentary films, and Indian Perspectives, as well as details of Indian development projects in its immediate region and in Africa. It also includes an online discussion forum. The “Public Diplomacy in the Information Age” conference, held December 10–11, 2010, has its own website, <http://publicdiplomacy2010.in/>, accessed May 20, 2011.


in which India is operating, where Asian states (especially China) are increasingly devoting significant resources to public diplomacy. The second section describes the traditional mechanisms by which India has tried to project its soft power: cultural and academic exchanges, intellectual dialogue, international radio broadcasts, and sports events. The third part explores the new means that India has put in place over the past decade to bolster its public diplomacy effort. This has occurred in five particular areas: wooing diaspora communities, engaging foreign business communities, leveraging India’s nascent foreign aid programs, “branding” the Indian nation for global elites, and investing in online social networking technologies.

This article argues that India’s new public diplomacy is in part a response to recent efforts by other Asian states—especially China—to build and leverage soft power. The initiative also stems partly from a realization that India’s reputation in its “near abroad” region is not as good as it might be, and it partly reflects a new elite enthusiasm for technologically driven solutions to political challenges. India is investing in technology because it does not want to be left behind in the “arms race” for soft power and because some policy makers genuinely believe that social media, in particular, are transforming the practice of politics. The problem, however, is that the existing evidence about the effectiveness of public diplomacy in general, and new public diplomacy in particular, is mixed.

THE RISE OF PUBLIC DIPLOMACY IN ASIA

Over the past decade, Asian states have become increasingly interested in public diplomacy as a means by which they can try to influence foreign public opinion. Governments use public diplomacy to help foster favorable views of their policies among foreign publics and thereby more easily achieve their foreign policy objectives. Public diplomacy is about “changing minds.” It can consist of simple propaganda, but it is arguably more successful if it aims at building

6. The ambitious plan to provide biometric identity cards to all Indian citizens, as well as the unusual strategy used to ensure the efficient delivery of the cards by contractors, is another example of this tendency. See “Identifying a Billion Indians,” The Economist, January 27, 2011, at <http://www.economist.com/node/18010459>, accessed May 20, 2011.


lasting relationships of trust between a government and foreign audiences. Practitioners of public diplomacy use an array of different means to build these relationships. They can use government-funded media outlets, ranging from state-directed/controlled TV or radio stations to state-sponsored but editorially independent media like the British Broadcasting Corporation’s (BBC) World Service. They can utilize cultural and educational exchanges, which aim to educate as well as entertain foreign audiences or to generate lasting relationships between individuals or groups. The practitioners also use advertising in traditional or new media, branding, and other forms of public relations or strategic communications. The object of these efforts is to gain influence, but not necessarily in the short term or for a particular policy. Rather, public diplomacy often aims at building longer-lasting networks of individuals and institutions that may influence the wider relationship between states and peoples. Indeed, these long-term networks are commonly argued to be its primary goal.

Public diplomacy therefore aims to build and leverage the soft power of societies for the benefit of the state. “Soft power,” as defined by the scholar who coined the term, Joseph S. Nye, is the power that societies have to attract others to support the policies pursued by their governments. Unlike hard power, which is wielded to coerce others, soft power consists of those aspects of a society—its literature or movies, fashions or food—that appeal to others and make them better disposed toward that society. It can also be located in less tangible national assets—in the reputation of an institution for honesty or trustworthiness (e.g., the BBC World Service)—or in the perception that a society’s political system is open, fair, and untainted by corruption. The attractiveness of these soft power assets to foreign audiences is useful to governments, but leveraging the assets effectively for diplomatic gain can be difficult. Some observers doubt whether government-directed public diplomacy can affect a society’s soft power in any substantive way and whether such efforts can significantly influence foreign public opinion. As the U.S. example demonstrates clearly, a state whose society possesses great reserves of soft power can still struggle to make them work in support of that state’s foreign policy.

---

10. See Nye, Soft Power.
Public diplomacy played a prominent role in the Cold War and was widely practiced by both the U.S. and Soviet Union, but it has come to the fore in Asia only in the past 10 years. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has been the regional pioneer, forging a coherent and well-funded public diplomacy strategy over the past decade. In the first phase, from 2000 to 2004, China began by improving its hitherto difficult relations with the international media and by investing in state-run media services designed for foreign consumption. In the second, from 2004 to 2008, it used these channels to deploy a consistent media narrative about China’s “peaceful rise” (heping jueqi) while building up the institutional architecture needed to develop and leverage its soft power over the longer term. To that end, China established a new Public Diplomacy Division in the Information Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and opened the first of a numerous Confucius Institutes, based on the established models of the British Council and Maison Française. In the most recent phase, China has made extensive use of set-piece events to showcase its development and cultural values, most obviously at the Beijing Olympics in 2008 and again at Expo 2010 Shanghai. At the same time, China has also begun to publicize far more prominently its aid, development, and disaster-relief efforts in its immediate region and in Africa.

Whether this considerable Chinese investment in public diplomacy, estimated at almost US$9 billion in 2009–10, has actually paid dividends is a matter of dispute. It has certainly not stanched the flow of words on the “China threat”; indeed, in some ways China’s “charm offensive” has

---


increased suspicion of its intentions in the region and more widely.\textsuperscript{16} The China example has also prompted other Asian states to bolster their own public diplomacy efforts, some of which may eventually undermine China's campaign.\textsuperscript{17} Since China began to try to improve its image, Japan (2004), Malaysia (2006), and India (2006) have established public diplomacy divisions within their foreign ministries. South Korea has moved to expand the number of its Sejong Hakdang (King Sejong) Institutes for Korean studies and language from some 35 centers, mainly in Europe and North America, to 150 worldwide by 2015.\textsuperscript{18} Japan has also begun to redevelop its overseas language and cultural centers under the auspices of the Japan Foundation and to revamp its student and cultural exchange programs through the Foundation's new Center for Global Partnerships.\textsuperscript{19} Indonesia, which established its Directorate of Public Diplomacy (now the Directorate-General of Information and Public Diplomacy) in 2002 in response to 9/11, runs a number of prominent initiatives including the annual Asia-Europe Meeting's (ASEM) Interfaith Dialogue, first held in Bali in 2005.

Throughout Asia, public diplomacy efforts have been accelerated in the old and new media. Japan public broadcaster NHK now runs a substantive Web-based news service in 18 languages, from Arabic to Vietnamese, which includes downloadable video clips and podcasts.\textsuperscript{20} Japan has also recently been exploring the possibilities of using its anime and manga cartoons to engage overseas audiences with Japanese culture, awarding prizes to foreign filmmakers and artists who produce material in the genres.\textsuperscript{21} Singapore, for its part, has established a long-term strategy to brand itself as a creative economic

\begin{itemize}
\item 20. For the English language service, see <http://www.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/index.html>, accessed May 20, 2011.
\end{itemize}
and cultural center, utilizing interactive websites as well as social networking sites like Facebook. 22

These efforts are not confined to the more-developed Asian states. In 2010, even Myanmar launched an international TV service, MRTV-3, with a companion website in English and Korean; it hosts a colorful official website and is reported to have begun posting video clips on YouTube and messages on Twitter. 23 Asian public diplomacy may well be “still in its infancy,” as Simon Anholt has suggested, but it is growing up fast. 24

INDIA REACTS

In the Indian case, as elsewhere in Asia, the rise of China is one of the major reasons for the rush to build capacity in public diplomacy. The Chinese “charm offensive” has generated considerable anxiety in India and prompted calls for a similar effort by New Delhi and by concerned outsiders. A number of Indian and foreign observers have argued that despite India’s having a better “brand” than China—thanks largely to the former’s democratic politics, Bollywood movies, and information technology (IT) industry—Indian diplomats have done too little in the past to press home that advantage, leaving the field to the better funded, better organized Chinese. 25 Although such analyses rarely cite any substantive evidence that Chinese public diplomacy is working as intended—and, as we shall see, there are reasons to think otherwise—their authors insist India should do more just in case China’s approach is working. In this sense, India’s new public diplomacy is part of


a wider policy of strategic “hedging” in response to China’s rise, involving
emulation, balancing, and engagement.26

Chinese public diplomacy is not, however, the sole stimulant of Indian
efforts. Three other factors have been at play. The first is the perception
within the Indian government, including the MEA, that India’s image in its
immediate region is not as good as it might be. Since the early 1990s, India
has adopted noticeably softer lines toward Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and
Sri Lanka, aiming, as one analyst put it, to be seen as less of a “regional bully”
and more of a “benign hegemon.”27 Part of this new strategy involves empha-
sizing what a former senior official in the MEA, Rajiv Sikri, calls the “cultural
unity” of South Asia. This common heritage, according to Sikri, is not just
displayed in religion, cricket, and “dress, food habits, marriage, and social
customs,” but underpins a “common political culture” in South Asia.28 India
therefore ought to utilize and build upon these cultural commonalities to
counter the regional tendency to wrap “their respective national flags around
an exclusivist, somewhat artificial, identity based on religion or ethnicity.”29
In practice, this involves more intensive, albeit traditional, public and con-
fidential diplomacy—“more high-level visits, telephonic conversations and
informal contacts, using pegs like private visits, religious pilgrimages and
[travel stopovers] in order to make personal assessments, exchange views,
[and] resolve problems.”30

This kind of thinking played a role in the creation of the MEA’s Public
Diplomacy Division (PDD) in 2006. Externally, the PDD initially concen-
trated on improving India’s image in its immediate region and the developing
world, leaving public diplomacy directed at the West, as well as at East and
Southeast Asia, largely in the hands of embassies and consulates. Under the
leadership of Amit Dasgupta, joint secretary of the PDD from 2006 to 2009,
a series of conferences and workshops was organized with participants from

29. Ibid., p. 22.
Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan, Mauritius, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, South Africa, Taiwan, and Tajikistan. The PDD also generated about 20 documentaries a year on India and its region, mainly in English and South Asian languages, including versions in Dari and Pashto for Afghan audiences, as well as books in Tamil and Nepali.31

In 2009, however, the PDD changed tack under its new head, Navdeep Suri, moving more positively into new media and Web 2.0. This shift was driven by the growing belief among some within and outside the MEA that new technologies could transform diplomacy and politics in general, and that the PDD had not yet taken full advantage of them. American influences, rather than Asian developments, were critical in shaping these convictions, which ran to a degree against traditional views in the MEA.32 In particular, the PDD has drawn upon the work of the new public diplomacy by the University of Southern California (USC) Center on Public Diplomacy. For Suri, as for the USC scholars, Web 2.0 offers governments qualitatively different channels for communicating with domestic and foreign audiences in interactive (rather than unidirectional) media. More, Web 2.0 provides a means of countering negative narratives propagated by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or militant organizations better versed in utilizing the technology.33

Finally, the MEA’s move toward the new public diplomacy is driven by the conviction that Indian foreign policy making and implementation is too insulated from the domestic public and crucial interest groups. Indeed, Indian public diplomacy is unusual in including what other governments term “public affairs”—the practice of communicating with domestic audiences—as part of its remit. One of the explanations for this tendency has been succinctly put

31. MEA Annual Reports for 2007–08 and 2008–09, at <http://www.mea.gov.in/mystart.php?id=2702>, accessed May 20, 2011. While the PDD has recently gained more responsibility for India’s public diplomacy, it is still not in a position effectively to coordinate a “whole-of-government” approach: many important elements, such as the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) or Indian Council on World Affairs (ICWA), remain beyond its authority. See Kishan Rana, “India’s Diplomatic Infrastructure and Software: Challenges for the 21st Century,” Strategic Analysis 34:3 (2010), p. 367.


by Shashi Tharoor: “[I]n today’s world, you cannot meaningfully confine your public diplomacy to foreign publics alone. In the current media environment, whatever message any government puts out is also instantly available to its domestic audience on the internet.”

But there are additional reasons for running together public affairs with public diplomacy. One is that elements within the MEA believe that Indian foreign policy is being undermined, and especially that economic opportunities are being lost, as a consequence of the public’s lack of knowledge about initiatives the central government has taken. This was the primary motivation behind the “Look East” conferences held in Guwahati, Imphal, Shillong, and Aizwal in 2007, which tried to generate dialogue between the MEA in New Delhi and important stakeholders in Indian foreign policy in the border regions, including local politicians, businesspeople, and ordinary citizens. The other is that Indian diplomats see a need to build better links with the wider foreign policy community in India, especially with universities and think tanks. This was the impetus behind the MEA Distinguished Lectures that have been delivered by diplomats and scholars at universities across India since 2010, as well as a series of workshops and colloquia.

The new public diplomacy, in other words, is the product of several different factors. It is partly a response to Chinese efforts and to perceived Indian failings, especially in the “near abroad,” and partly a function of new beliefs about the power of new technologies. As a result, tensions have arisen between the traditional and new approaches to Indian public diplomacy, with some pushing for greater investment in tried and tested practices and others advocating more involvement in social media and other novel means of communication. The next two sections set out these two approaches in more detail, while the conclusion evaluates the prospects for their success.

THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

India has long sought to utilize its soft power to offset its lack of hard power and to honor the intellectual and political legacy of Mohandas Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru. In the 1950s and 1960s, in the global anti-colonial movement and in the Non-Aligned Movement that succeeded it, India sought

to leverage its democratic credentials, its extraordinary history and cultural heritage, and its contributions to anti-imperialism and non-violence. During the early Cold War, Indian leaders took advantage of high-level international platforms to show off these assets, using the U.N. in particular as a forum to project India’s messages to an international audience.\(^{36}\) Employing these resources, Nehru was able to promote his philosophy of international relations—non-alignment—and pursue what he perceived to be India’s interests.\(^{37}\)

At the same time, India developed its own means for projecting its soft power by building upon and adapting the British model, which divides public diplomacy into three parts: cultural and academic exchanges (administered mainly by the British Council); intellectual and research links (involving a number of government and private agencies, including the Royal Institute of International Affairs or Chatham House); and state-funded media targeted at foreign audiences (principally the BBC World Service). In addition, India has attempted to use international sports competitions for diplomatic initiatives, albeit to varying effect. These approaches are examined more closely below.

**Cultural and Academic Exchanges**

India possesses well-established institutions for public diplomacy in the areas of cultural and academic exchanges. The ICCR was founded soon after Independence, in 1950. It currently has 24 centers abroad as well as 14 regional offices within India, and plans to open another 14 centers in the near future in East and Southeast Asia, Europe, and Africa, including in Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Paris, São Paulo, Tokyo, and Washington.\(^{38}\) These centers perform different functions depending on their location. Some serve expatriate Indians or people of Indian heritage, while others—those located in major capitals such as London or Moscow—have broader roles. The smaller centers, for example in Kabul, opened in 2007, concentrate on promoting Indian literature, music, dance, and yoga. The larger centers, such as that in Suva, Fiji, which

---


has been operating since 1972, provide Hindi language lessons and maintain contacts with NGOs in the local Indian community.

Intellectual and Research Links

The ICCR also has primary responsibility for managing academic exchanges. It currently offers financial support for around 2,300 foreign students at Indian universities, 675 of whom come from Afghanistan and 500 from African states. The bulk of the remaining scholarships are targeted at South Asian countries, mainly Bangladesh, Mauritius, and Sri Lanka. For academic faculty, the ICCR provides 30 fellowships per year at Indian universities, as well as funding travel expenses for 20 or so “distinguished visitors” to India. It also pays for about 30 Indian scholars to occupy long- (two year) and short-term (three to six month) chairs at overseas universities, about half of which are devoted to the teaching of Hindi and other Indian languages. The rest of these chairs are for scholars of peace studies, international relations, and Indian history. The ICCR is expanding this program, creating another 49 chairs mainly in North America, Europe, and Southeast Asia.

The ICWA fulfills a different role. Founded in 1943 as an independent think tank, it has recently assumed a semi-official role and was recognized by an Act of Parliament in 2001 as an “institution of national importance.” The ICWA’s main function is producing and disseminating research on foreign affairs, holding seminars, and publishing briefing papers and a major journal (India Quarterly), but it also plays a significant and growing role in outreach. Since 2001 the Council has signed memoranda of understanding with 19 other institutions, three within India and 16 beyond it, from Russia and China to Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates. The ICWA is also a member of the Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP), which facilitates Track 2 dialogues between scholars and officials concerned with regional security, as well as research on issues of mutual concern.

---

42. The CSCAP-India Committee is presently involved in projects on cybersecurity and naval cooperation. For details, see <http://www.cscap.org/index.php?page=study-groups>, accessed May 20, 2011.
important, the ICWA offers a prestigious forum to which foreign leaders, diplomats, and other notables can be invited to speak.

**Media Resources**

India also has substantial and established state-run media outlets with a foreign presence. The External Services of All India Radio (AIR) broadcasts in 27 languages to more than 100 countries. Begun in 1939 as a means of countering Axis propaganda in the immediate region, especially in the tribal areas of what are now Pakistan and Afghanistan, AIR after Independence expanded its External Services to include broadcasts in Arabic, Baluchi, Burmese, Chinese, Dari, French, Indonesian, Nepali, Persian, Pashto, Russian, Sinhala, Swahili, Thai, Tibetan, and English, as well as 11 Indian languages. By far the most extensive services in a foreign language are in English, with over eight hours of daily broadcasts on shortwave radio to 79 countries. The rest of these broadcasts are far more restricted in scope, limited to an hour or two of broadcasting targeted to particular countries. The External Services’ objectives, according to the AIR website, are to project India’s “view point [sic], progress and policies along with art and culture” across Asia, Africa, Australia, and New Zealand, and to the United Kingdom.43

Taken together with the efforts of both the ICCR and ICWA, the External Services of AIR constitute a major sustained public diplomacy effort. However, India’s state media presence overseas remains underdeveloped, especially compared to China’s. India has no state-funded international news channel equivalent to Beijing’s CNTV and no news website like that of the state-run news agency Xinhua. When it comes to cultural diplomacy, there are also clear limits to India’s soft power projection capabilities. Even after the slated expansion in their numbers, ICCR cultural centers located abroad will still number fewer than 50, compared to China’s 500 Confucius Institutes or the 200 offices of the British Council. While it is hard to establish a clear estimate, it appears that these centers have enrolled far fewer students in Hindi or other Indian language courses than the quarter of a million that Chinese officials claim are studying Chinese at Confucius Institutes.44 Moreover, as the next section will analyze in more detail, India’s intended primary market for the

kinds of cultural commodities traded by the ICCR are people of Indian origin living overseas, rather than foreign nationals of non-Indian origin.

**Sports Diplomacy**

Lastly, India’s attempts at sports diplomacy should not be overlooked, not least because there is at present a significant debate in South Asia about the links between sports, principally cricket, and politics. Athletics has long had a political dimension for Indians, especially in their relations with other nations in the subcontinent. “Cricket diplomacy” has been particularly prominent in Indo-Pakistani relations since the mid-1980s, with Test matches between the two states being arranged by one or the other to signal a readiness to negotiate or to provide a means of lowering tensions.45 Recently, however, cricket has served to exacerbate rather than diminish conflict, not least in early 2010, when the Indian Premier League teams collectively refused to bid for Pakistani cricketers during the player auction, an act that prompted a denial of official involvement from Minister of External Affairs S. M. Krishna.46 Whether the staging of the 2010 Commonwealth Games in New Delhi enhanced or undermined India’s image remains a matter of debate.

**THE NEW INDIAN PUBLIC DIPLOMACY**

Since 2000, India has looked beyond these well-established traditional instruments of public diplomacy and employed a number of new initiatives, some coordinated by the MEA and some by other parts of government. Five developments are especially significant: (1) India’s effort to reach out to overseas Indians;47 (2) its attempts to build connections with foreign business interests; (3) its nascent foreign aid and development program; (4) its use of major events to showcase and “nation-brand” India; and (5) its use of new social media to reach out to younger, tech-savvy audiences. All of these involve deliberate attempts to build alternative means of influencing foreign audiences to those employed by established institutions such as the

---


47. On relations with the Indian diaspora in general, see Latha Varadarajan, *The Domestic Abroad: Diasporas in International Relations* (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).
ICCR or ICWA and the traditional media. In particular, they differ from the traditional channels in their extensive use of new media, with some material aimed at general domestic or foreign audiences and some at targeted groups.

In 2004, India established a separate Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs (MOIA, originally called the Ministry of Non-Resident Indians’ Affairs). Its mandate, according to its website, is to be “the nodal point which Overseas Indians, Diaspora associations, trade and industry, lawmakers, think-tanks and opinion builders, key stakeholders of society and governance, and state governments, turn to for information, partnerships and facilitation for all matters relating to overseas Indians.” The ministry was designed to be agile and responsive, rather than the traditional lumbering institution, while promising to implement the kind of “joined-up” governance approach characteristic of Western European agencies. The MOIA is intended not just to serve the interests of overseas Indians but to showcase the new India to them and to others: it is meant to be “dynamic, young and interactive,” as well as “contemporary, lean and efficient.”

Since 2004, the Indian federal government has made a substantial investment in the MOIA. Its budget has grown from just Rs 7 crore ($1.6 million at June 2005 exchange rates) in 2004–05 to an estimated Rs 80 crore ($17 million at June 2010 rates) in 2009–10. In comparison, the Ministry of External Affairs had a budget of around Rs 630 crore ($134.5 million), and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting was allocated some Rs 800 crore ($170.8 million) in 2009–10. The bulk of this growth in the MOIA budget has been expenditure on publicity, seminars, and conferences, including the annual Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (Day of Indians Abroad) conventions that MOIA organizes in conjunction with the municipal government of Delhi and the Confederation of Indian Industry. These conventions are intended to link federal and state politicians with representatives from significant

50. For the MOIA budget, see <http://moia.gov.in/writereaddata/pdf/budget_graph09-10.pdf>; and for details of other departments’ budgets, see <http://indiabudget.nic.in/ub2009-10/bag/bag4-2.htm>, both accessed May 20, 2011.
51. The Pravasi Bharatiya Divas convention has been held on January 9 every year since 2003, marking the date that Gandhi returned to India in 1915 to lead the struggle for independence. For a critical analysis, see Bakirathi Mani and Latha Varadarajan, “‘The Largest Gathering of the Global Indian Family’: Neoliberalism, Nationalism, and Diaspora at Pravasi Bharatiya Divas,” Diaspora: Journal of Transnational Studies 14:1 (2005), pp. 45–74.
Indian diaspora communities, including business people, cultural leaders, and scholars. The 2010 convention was attended by some 1,000 individuals, including politicians of Indian origin from Canada, Fiji, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, and South Africa, as well as from Trinidad and Tobago. The convention involved discussions on a range of issues from nanotechnology to Indian expatriates in the Persian Gulf region.

The MOIA also directs a number of other key initiatives. It administers the Overseas Citizenship of India (OCI) scheme, launched in 2006, which in effect extends to people of Indian origin abroad a permanent visa for entry into India. This scheme has been highly successful in fulfilling its primary objective of reconnecting people of Indian heritage to India, with some 400,000 OCI cards reportedly being issued by early 2009.\(^\text{52}\) To that end, the MOIA also set up a “Tracing Your Roots” service in 2008 to aid those in the diaspora who may be interested in their genealogies and in locating their relatives within India. The MOIA runs various schemes for young diaspora Indians such as the “Know India Program,” which offers a three-week orientation to people aged 18–26 and a scholarship program for 100 diaspora students to attend Indian universities. At present, the MOIA is establishing a “Persons of Indian Origin University” in Bangalore; in 2009 it advertised for bids to set up four more such universities in other Indian cities.\(^\text{53}\)

Finally, since 2006, the MOIA has been charged with responsibility for the welfare of non-resident Indians living and working overseas, many of whom are potentially vulnerable to exploitation. In conjunction with Indian overseas missions, the ministry now coordinates the distribution of funds to aid Indians who need emergency medical treatment, temporary accommodation, or air travel back to India. It runs a dedicated help line in the United Arab Emirates for people in distress or those uncertain about their labor rights, and it is seeking to establish Overseas Indian Centers in areas with significant migrant worker populations. Finally, the MOIA has negotiated a series of bilateral memoranda of understanding with other states concerning social security provisions and other migrant labor rights.


Taken together, these various efforts add up to a concerted drive on the part of India to assert itself not just as an effective protector of its citizens overseas but as the natural guardian of the wider Indian diaspora, whether its members live in Canada, South Africa, Fiji, or Malaysia. There are similarities here to aspects of China’s “charm offensive,” and indeed it is apparent that similar ends are sought. Like China, India hopes that reaching out to its diaspora will not just give it leverage over the governments of the nations where they now live, but that it might furnish knowledge, skills, and funds for investment that India needs.54

When it comes to engaging non-Indians abroad, India’s public diplomacy is more diffuse but no less committed. These efforts fall into two main categories: public diplomacy directed at regional and African states, largely concerning India’s new foreign aid, development and technical assistance programs, and public diplomacy aimed at global, mainly Western or Westernized, business and social elites.

India has had a limited foreign aid program for more than half a century, directed mainly at Bhutan, Nepal, and Myanmar/Burma. Since 2000, however, this program has quietly been transformed and supplemented by a number of targeted technical assistance initiatives. Dweep Chanana notes that in 2008, India devoted Rs 26.7 billion ($627 million) to its aid efforts consisting of grants, loans, and contributions to international institutions.55 Much of the new money has gone to Africa and Afghanistan. Between 2007–08 and 2009–10, India more than doubled its African aid.56 Afghanistan, on the other hand, has received close to $1.5 billion from India since the toppling of the Taliban, with another half-billion dollars promised by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in May 2011.57 The aid effort as a whole is divided between bilateral grants, loans, and guarantees designed to further relationships with particular nations and contributions to multilateral institutions

54. In general, see K. S. Rana, “India’s Diaspora Diplomacy,” Hague Journal of Diplomacy 4:3 (2009), pp. 361–72; and on China’s strategy, see Kurlantzick, Charm Offensive, especially pp. 73–81. For an analysis of the possible effects of Indian diaspora diplomacy, see also Anita Singh, Stephen Harper’s India Policy: The Role and Influence of the Indo-Canadian Diaspora, Ph.D. diss., Dalhousie University, 2010.
with the objective of building India’s influence within forums such as the International Monetary Fund.

In Africa, India’s explicit objective is to build soft power that can be leveraged for political and economic advantage, partly to help it gain access to raw materials to fuel India’s economic growth. To that end, India has not just donated funds but has established high-profile high-technology assistance programs. The most prominent is the Pan-African e-Network, a collaborative enterprise with the African Union (AU) inaugurated in 2009 that is designed to build the telecommunications infrastructure needed to support both “tele-education” and “tele-medicine.” Costing India over Rs 5.4 billion ($115 million), the e-Network will link African universities and hospitals to their Indian counterparts, enabling African students to study for degrees taught by Indian faculty and allowing Africans to have online medical consultations with Indian doctors. More broadly, the e-Network is intended to form the foundation of other kinds of Internet-based cooperation within African states, within the AU, and between the AU and India.

Alongside these flagship “South-South” initiatives, India’s new public diplomacy also targets the Northern rich. It has put concerted efforts into wooing Western business elites, establishing a chain of business councils and chambers of commerce either to build links with the leaders of firms in North America, Europe, Asia, and Oceania, or to revitalize existing organizations. While the primary aim of these bodies is to foster trade and investment, they also serve as a means of promoting India’s image abroad and lobbying for political influence in foreign capitals. The U.S.-India Business Council, for example, collaborated closely with groups such as the U.S. India Political Action Committee (USINPAC, founded in 2002) and the U.S.-India Friendship Council to promote the 2005 U.S.-India Nuclear Agreement to American lawmakers and the wider public. Elsewhere the political effect of these groups has arguably been less dramatic, but the intention to use such business groups for wider aims has been signaled. The U.K.-India Business
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Council, for instance, commissions and publishes research on a wide variety of issues and runs its own parliamentary affairs unit dedicated to briefing British members of Parliament on India.

These overtures to the business community have been paralleled by a concerted attempt to shape Western public opinion more generally, using major set-piece exhibitions and targeted “nation-branding.” India created a stir at the 2006 Davos summit with its *India Everywhere* campaign, with pashmina shawls, Bollywood songs, and promotional materials for its high-tech industries being distributed to attendees. It followed this up with *India@60* in 2007, involving events in India, the U.S., and Europe, along with coverage in a series of prestigious publications including special issues of *Forbes* magazine. Since then, India has promoted itself at a series of international events, including a 4,000-square-meter exhibition at the 2010 Shanghai World Expo advertising its concern for renewable energy as well as more traditional arts and crafts. In 2007, it also launched the *Incredible India!* campaign, viewed in the public relations world as one of the most easily recognizable efforts at “nation-branding.”

Finally, alongside these high-profile initiatives to influence elite opinion, India has lately begun to explore the possibilities of Internet and especially Web 2.0 technologies, particularly online social networking. The MEA’s creation of a Twitter account and a Facebook page, noted above, are only the most obvious examples of this shift. Marked efforts have gone into revamping Indian government websites in the past few years. In tacit acknowledgement that it may be the first contact that many will have with India’s government, the MOIA’s website is noticeably more sophisticated and user-friendly than those of other departments, including the MEA’s and the ICCR’s. So too are the sites of Indian missions overseas, especially in Western states, and of the various business councils dedicated to promoting bilateral trade and investment.

**EFFECTS AND EFFECTIVENESS**

India, conscious of its underused soft power assets, its image problem in the “near abroad,” various Chinese efforts, and the opportunities that new social media may offer, has made a significant effort to reform its public diplomacy. It remains to be seen, however, whether this impetus pays the dividend India

---

63. See, for example, the website of the Washington embassy, at <www.indianembassy.org>, or the Indian High Commission in Ottawa, at <http://www.hcottawa.ca/>, both accessed May 20, 2011.
expects. Soft power is notoriously difficult to translate into clear diplomatic advantage. For all the appeal of Bollywood, biryani, and Bangalore to overseas Indians and foreigners, these assets, and India’s renewed commitment to public diplomacy, have done little to shift international public opinion of India’s foreign policy. Survey evidence suggests that foreign opinion about India is mixed and—perhaps more important—has not changed significantly even as the nation has emerged as a major global actor.

In 2006, for example, the Chicago Council on World Affairs found that respondents polled in Australia, China, South Korea, and the U.S. were divided on whether India’s rise was a welcome development for the world. Perhaps more important, only in Australia did a majority (64%) say that India could be trusted to play a positive role in international affairs. Americans and South Koreans also expressed serious doubts about whether a militarily more powerful India would be a positive development, with 69% of Americans and 71% of South Koreans disagreeing with the proposition.64

This ambivalence toward India is borne out too in successive polls commissioned for the BBC World Service in 2006 and 2011. The first surveyed almost 40,000 people in 33 countries. In 22 of these countries, a majority of respondents indicated mainly positive views of India, and in six, they were mainly negative. These results were comparable to those garnered by China, which was viewed positively by a majority of respondents in 20 countries and negatively in 10, but fell far short of Japan’s scores (31 positive and two negative). Moreover, only in Afghanistan (59%) and Iran (71%) did an absolute majority of respondents express positive views of India. In China and the U.S., opinion was much more evenly split, with positive responses outweighing negatives by margins of less than 10% (39% to 32% for China and 39% to 33% for the U.S.).65

In the 2010 poll, conducted with a smaller sample of 29,000 people in 28 states, India’s results were largely unchanged. While 36% of all respondents expressed positive views of India, 30% were still negative. By contrast, 40% expressed positive views of China, 53% of Japan, and 46% of the U.S.66

India’s “nation-brand,” in other words, is not as well regarded as it might first appear. There is some evidence that India is better regarded among global elites, especially in the West, than it is among the general population. India scores highly, for example, as a tourist destination among those who prize cultural heritage and history, but whether these positive feelings among the Western rich will trickle down to the rest remains uncertain. Moreover, even among such elites, opinion about India is mixed. It continues to rank poorly on Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index, which measures the views of business people about the reputations of countries. In 2009, India ranked 84th out of 180 states in the survey, five points below China and five above Rwanda; in 2010, India ranked 87th out of 178, nine points behind China and on a par with Albania and Liberia.

Clearly, public diplomacy alone cannot address this poor image, which is the result of matters far beyond the control of the ICCR or the MEA. But this does not mean that public diplomacy has no role to play. There is some patchy evidence that targeted public diplomacy by India and its diaspora that tries to influence the views of specific groups, rather than working to shift public opinion as a whole, has produced payoffs. The successful Indian effort to persuade American legislators to support the controversial U.S.-India nuclear deal of 2005 is a case in point: Indian diplomats and lobby groups like USINPAC transformed a skeptical Congress into an enthusiastic supporter of India’s rise. There is also some evidence to suggest that Indian public diplomacy, combined with considerable and well-conceived development aid, has also had a positive effect in Afghanistan, though it is hard to establish how much pro-Indian views reflect negative Afghan perceptions of Pakistani influence. One recent ABC News poll found that 74% of Afghan respondents had a favorable view of India and only 21% an unfavorable view, replicating the findings of BBC surveys.

Taken together, this evidence suggests that the Indian foreign policy-making elite’s faith in public diplomacy is not wholly unfounded, despite data indicating a lack of movement in foreign public opinion about India in general. Targeted public diplomacy campaigns, conducted in the right circumstances, do seem to pay some dividends if properly conceived and implemented. In that light, well-crafted public diplomacy may prove a good investment.

CONCLUSION

Since the mid-2000s, India has reformed its public diplomacy, reinvesting in traditional modes of building soft power, such as the cultural exchanges organized by the ICCR, and utilizing new methods, including the use of new social media. In part, these efforts are a response to a wider “struggle for soft power” in Asia, stimulated by major investments by the PRC. In part too, they are extensions of India’s long-standing concern with public diplomacy, which stretches back into the Nehru era. Lastly, these initiatives have been stimulated by a growing interest among India’s foreign policy elite in the possibilities presented by the Internet and especially by Web 2.0.

While there is some evidence to suggest that public diplomacy often struggles to build soft power in the ways that states might wish, this article has suggested that there are some reasons to think that India’s efforts in this area might bear some fruit. Views of India’s national “brand” have improved—albeit marginally—over the past few years and patient public and traditional diplomacy can be credited for some of this improvement.71 At the same time, as Shashi Tharoor observes, India’s elite has become more “conscious” of its present and latent soft power and the potential it might hold for transforming India’s international relations.72 The key challenge for foreign policy-makers, Tharoor rightly notes, will be how to keep adapting its new and traditional public diplomacy to best manage India’s reputation as its politics and society are subjected to greater scrutiny in response to its global “rise.”
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